
 Roman buckle with rays and similar of the type first century А.D. 
long ago I have made several prototypes of such models. The diversity of this model with 
roofing angle are many as a artifacts. There are many publications on various websites on 

the subject. I gathered my virtual collection specimens from places like this:  

http://www.roma-victrix.com/ 

 
(the original that inspired me!) described as a private collection.  

Wax work on this model. 

 
  Some more of my wax work. 

 

 

http://www.roma-victrix.com/


 
Geography of this model is specific and it leads to some difficulties in its development. 

Ready wax models together with hinges set. 

 

 
 

Ready cleaned and polished buckles. 

 

 



Other specimens fromBritish Museum, Landesmuseum, Zagreb, Ljubljana, Savaria, 
GUERTELSCHNALLE   

   
 

and many others as of publications from no longer working site: 

http://www.rom-museum.de/start.htm  

 a original that inspired me! 
“ Der gute Erhaltungszustand inkl. Dorn und Scharnierachse lässt mich vermuten, dass es sich bei 

dem Stück um einen Grabfund handelt. In der Tat sind aus Bulgarien zahlreiche Grabfunde römischer 
Militaria bekannt, vermutlich Ausrüstungsgegenstände thrakischer Auxiliarsoldaten.” 

Roman bronze buckle probably from Bulgaria. First Century, bronze buckle with traces of silver 
plating, the buckle is width 5.3 cm. This type is evidenced by fragments from Kalkriese and it belongs 

to the Augustan Age. Probably belonged to Thracian auxiliary soldier. 

 

 
Many of my models have been redesigned and remade. This buckle model I have already 

done it once in 2011. 

 

http://www.rom-museum.de/start.htm


 Part of my wax work. 
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